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Charge Up at Hawaiian Shopping Centres
Committed to meeting the needs of the Western Australian community, property group Hawaiian
have partnered with Aircharge Australia to provide free Qi wireless charging services at their
centres.
Shoppers can now forget the stress of getting the ‘battery low’ message on their phones while out
shopping, and can simply grab a coffee, take a seat and charge their phones at the same time.
Mobile workspaces also feature in selected Hawaiian shopping centres, creating a much-needed hub
for on the road businesspeople or those who work remotely and may require access to their emails
and computers on the go. The addition of wireless charging stations will allow mobile workers to
stay connected throughout their day.
Hawaiian’s General Manager of Shopping Centres (Suburban) Scott Greenwood said Hawaiian was
proud to be able to add this fantastic feature to its centres.
“It’s the small things that make the difference to our customers, and we are continually looking for
new ways to improve the in-centre experience at Hawaiian’s centres,” said Mr Greenwood.
“The free Qi charging will create a meaningful value add experience for customers while ensuring it
keeps up with consumer expectations around new technologies.”
“Aircharge leads the deployment of wireless charging on a global scale and is rapidly creating the
widest eco-system for Qi wireless charging. With over 5,000 locations in 55 countries around the
world, Aircharge was clearly the right partnership for Hawaiian.”
The Aircharge facility is available at following Hawaiian shopping centres: Claremont Quarter,
Hawaiian’s Mezz, Hawaiian’s Noranda, Hawaiian’s Forrestfield and New Park Shopping Centre.
Customers can download the Android or IOS Aircharge app to find their nearest location.
Western Australian based Hawaiian Group is committed to the people of WA through its community
activities in its shopping centres, office buildings, hotels and resorts.
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About Hawaiian
Hawaiian is a privately-owned Western Australian property group with an evolving portfolio across
the commercial, retail, hospitality and land development markets.
Established more than 25 years ago, Hawaiian now owns and manages a diverse portfolio, including
ten shopping centres, four office buildings, hospitality locations including the iconic Cable Beach
Club Resort & Spa and invests in land projects across the country. Hawaiians presence as an industry
leader is supported by their mission to connect people through their places with engaged
community environments.
Hawaiian is committed to making a difference to the people of Western Australia through
community engagement activities, sponsorships and philanthropy enriching the communities in they
operate. www.hawaiian.com.au

